The Woodlands Township
Drainage Task Force Meeting
Meeting Summary
January 23, 2018
Purpose of this Document: This document is designed to capture the essence of the discussion, and
will serve to summarize the results, actions, and follow-up items agreed to during this meeting.
•

Meeting called to order – The Woodlands Township
Task Force members and visitors were welcomed by Township Director and Task Force Chairman
Bruce Rieser, who invited introductions by members in attendance, including: Jim Stinson, The
Woodlands Joint Powers Agency (WJPA); Laura Norton, Helen Bostock, Wilson McCoy, Albert
Tomchesson, and Robert Leilich, Montgomery County MUDs; Zach Toups and Rich Jakovac,
Harris-Montgomery County MUD 386; Josh Stuckey, Harris County Engineering Dept.; David
Parkhill, San Jacinto River Authority; Alan Black, Harris County Flood Control District; Debra
George, The Woodlands Country Club; Stuart Schroeder, Cochran’s Crossing Village Association;
Nancy Becker, Creekside Park Village Association; Don Norrell, The Woodlands Township and
Burton Johnson, Moffat & Nichol, consultant for The Woodlands Township.

•

Chairman’s Report - – including an update on meetings in Washington D.C. with FEMA, HUD and
elected officials regarding Hurricane Harvey appropriations
The Chairman reported on recent meetings in Washington, D.C. In January, Director Rieser,
Township Chairman Bunch, Montgomery County Judge Doyal and Commissioner Noack
traveled to Washington, D.C., for the purpose of lobbying for funding of flood mitigation
projects in Montgomery County. The contingent met with representatives from both FEMA
and HUD; spoke with elected officials, including Representative Barton, Congressman
Culberson, Senator Cruz and Senator Cornyn, and impressed upon them the specific need
for Montgomery County. Director Rieser also met with Senator Creighton recently, asking
him to consider the state to oversee all water related matters due to multi-county, multijurisdictional impact of the various watersheds.

•

Receive a presentation from Jim Stinson on the role of the WJPA in managing and coordinating
the operations of the Woodlands Municipal Utility Districts located in Montgomery County
Mr. Stinson’s presentation reported: Woodlands Joint Powers Agency (WJPA) is the central
management agency for 10 MUDs serving the portion of The Woodlands in Montgomery
County, except the Harris-Montgomery Counties MUD 386. WJPA is responsible for
management and operations for water, sewer, drainage, and tax services. The WJPA utilize
teams consisting of staff, consultants and contractors for administration, operations,
accounting and tax purposes. For example, meter reading is done by contract services.
Q&A: When was the WJPA formed? WJPA was formed in the 1970’s with 2 original MUD
districts (6 and 36); MUD 47 was added shortly thereafter.
Q&A: For how many taps does the WJPA have responsibility? Currently, WJPA has
responsibility for approximately 40,000 connections, commercial and residential, and is
predominately built-out, with the exception of some small infield tracts.
A copy of Mr. Stinson’s presentation is included as Attachment 1.

•

Receive a presentation from Josh Stuckey on the changes to the Harris County Flood Plain
Standards
Mr. Stuckey advised he attended Drainage Task Force meetings prior to September 2017,
but since Hurricane Harvey he has been heavily involved with damage assessment and
recovery operations, both public and private, and with the coordination of debris removal
contract. Mr. Stuckey is the Chief Administrative Officer for Harris County Public
Infrastructure, responsible for day to day operations.
Purpose today is to share thought processes that went into the flood plain standards and
the changes made. Harris County joined the National Flood Insurance Plan (NFIP) in 1973.
The Federal government bypasses the State for both laws and reimbursements. It relies
directly on local governments for compliance with CFR 4460.3, and to make sure that
permits are issued. In unincorporated areas outside the jurisdiction of a local (city)
government, the county is not allowed to adopt building codes. Absent the ability to adopt
building codes, developers apply for permits, which are issued, inspected and approved by
the county engineer. Additional inspections, such as fire code, are subject to county
engineering inspection.
Immediately after Harvey, physical, visual assessment was conducted for every parcel in
unincorporated Harris County. Additional staff with military experience, including Army
Corps of Engineers, was added to the team. Conditions, restorations and debris removal
efforts are detailed in the attached presentation document.
Conforming subdivision must be built by developers to standards that comply with 2009 or
more current regulations, and the lots cannot be in the flood plain. Streets are not
considered lots -- they become part of the conveyance system, to move the water. “Lot” in
this context is defined as the structure or building pad, not the platted land area. Out of
75,000 homes in unincorporated Harris County, 467 homes flooded, including 300 in The
Woodlands communities. As a zero-impact community, it is necessary for any ‘fill’ be offset
by equal removal. Additional clarification: ‘inside or outside the 500-year line’ refers to the
current FEMA map, not the actual elevation level of each property.
Average difference between 100-year and 500-year elevation across the county is about 1
to 1 ½ ft.; contrast to this area, the difference is about 4 ½ ft.
Failure of compliance results in issuing a violation, typically, to the Municipal Utilities
District. As explanation: the developer builds infrastructure, TCEQ creates (funds) the
MUD; once MUD reimburses the developer, the MUD becomes the ‘nearest relative.’
Action Item: Determine the number of homes in Timarron that flooded from Harvey
relative to all of the homes that flooded in unincorporated Harris County and their
proximity to 500-year flood plain.
A copy of Mr. Stuckey’s presentation is included as Attachment 2.

•

Receive a summary from Alan Black on the Interlocal agreement – Montgomery County and
Harris County Flood Control District for a partnership in applying for a county-wide Texas Water
Development Board Flood Protection Planning Grant for the San Jacinto River Watershed.
For this and future meetings, Mr. Black will be the HCFCD representative to the task force,
and invites advance questions to be addressed in his presentations to the committee. Mr.
Black confirmed the LiDAR data discussed in the previous meeting should be completed and
processed by the end of 2018 and expects it to be made available for nominal fee.

The authorization has been given for HCFCD to begin negotiating with Montgomery County,
with participants expected to include SJRA, City of Houston, and possibly TxDOT, in addition
to HCFCD and MC.
A copy of Mr. Black’s presentation is included as Attachment 3.
•

Review matters regarding the Spring Creek Watershed and discuss next steps in a mitigation
planning process.
No new information was presented, in light of the preceding presentations and discussions
summarized above.

•

Receive reports on post-Harvey actions
o Woodlands Joint Powers Agency (WJPA) – Montgomery County MUDs – Mr. Stinson
reviewed projects completed, under construction or bidding as a result of 2016 Tax Day and
Memorial Day flood events; He advised on the study of the Bear Branch impact in the areas
around Woodlands High School, Capstone, and Twinberry and awaiting feedback from
USACE as to what mitigation they will require to move forward with changes to Bear Branch.
WJPA has entered into 2-D modeling agreement with LJA as previously presented; also
collecting LiDAR data along Spring Creek. Mr. Stinson provided an estimate of the number of
homes flooded relative to the 500-year line: an estimated 261 homes flooded, of which 9
were outside the 500 year zone, noting that not all 9 were along Spring Creek.
A copy of Mr. Stinson’s presentation is included as Attachment 4.
o Harris – Montgomery Counties MUD 386
Zach Toups reported on recent efforts, including selection of Moffatt & Nichol for drainage
system analysis, and holding bi-monthly Board meetings and coordination with residents for
meeting convenience and outreach. Mr. Toups presented recent LiDAR data and a Spring
Creek Overflow Analysis and future actions of MUD 386.
A copy of Mr. Toups’ presentation is included as Attachment 5.
o San Jacinto River Authority (SJRA)
Mr. Parkhill reported that SJRA continues to work on the projects funded by the Water
Development Board grant program that was started in 2016. He noted that the upgrade to
the new technology alert system is complete along with additional monitoring gauges and is
ready for (backbone) expansion to Montgomery County. SJRA have had discussions with
Harris County Flood Control District concerning integrating the two systems.
o Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD)
See above

•

•

Updates from Committee Members
Mr. Bob Leilich stated that he made a second, subsequent request to Senator Creighton’s
office requesting the state to consider reducing the water level in Lake Conroe which would
increase the amount of freeboard available, potentially preventing the need to open the
gates to the dam. Mr. Leilich indicated that no response has been received to date, and
asked the Task Force for assistance, for which he was urged to possibly visit the Senator’s
local office for guidance.
Public comment

There was no public comment.
•

Establish date and time for the next meeting
The next meeting will be held in March, 2018, potentially the 1st Tuesday or 2nd Tuesday,
depending on the availability of committee members.

•

Meeting adjourned





Provides water/sewer/drainage and tax
services to 10 MUDs
Responsible for maintenance/repair
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Water mains – 330 miles
Fire hydrants – 4,500
Wastewater collection lines – 340 miles
Wastewater manholes – 10,700
Storm drainage pipe – 540 miles
Storm manholes – 6,700
Storm drainage curb inlets – 12,300



Departments
◦
◦
◦
◦



Administration (4)
Operations (16)
Accounting (7)
Tax (4)

Consultants
◦ Legal
◦ Engineering
◦ Financial



Contract Services

Office of the County Engineer

John R. Blount, P.E.

Hurricane Harvey
A Response to Disaster

January 2018

Hurricane Harvey
Harris County Rainfall Statistics
• 1 Trillion gallons of water over 4-days
(1,777 sq mi)
o
Would run Niagara Falls for 15 days
o
Fill the Astrodome 3200 times
• 33.7 inches average Harris County rainfall
over 4 days
o
68% of Harris County yearly rainfall
in 4 days
Lake Houston
• Reached peak inflow of approximately
430,000 cfs
o
At peak inflow could fill empty Lake
Houston in just under 5 hours

Inundation Extents during Hurricane Harvey

Inflows to Lake Houston during Hurricane Harvey

Public Damage

72 hours
All 900+ traffic
signals were
inspected and in
safe condition

5 days
13,556 lane miles
and 836 bridges
were inspected for
damage

6 days
All 180+ Harris County
operated buildings were
assessed for damage and all
damaged structures were
already repaired or in
proposal process for repairs

2 weeks
All road washouts
and damaged bridges
were repaired to safe
working conditions

Debris Removal
Highlights
 Started hauling 4 days
after the event
 Hauled the equivalent
of Tax day floods every
two days
 1.2 Million Cubic Yards
Hauled To-Date

Private Damage
Harris County
• 505,000 structures visually inspected
• 4,300 in-home residential inspections
• 29,200 Residential permits issued Free of Charge

Analysis of Homes Built in Subdivision
Development in 2009 and later
•

•
•

75,000+ homes were built in subdivisions developed in 2009 and later
utilizing the current infrastructure requirements for drainage and extreme
event flow analysis.
Of those homes, only 467 flooded during Harvey, or 0.6%
Zero homes were substantially damaged

Harris County Floodplain Regulations
Jan 1 2018 Revision

Conforming Subdivision
SECTION 2.09 – CONFORMING SUBDIVISION
 “Conforming Subdivision” means a subdivision where the
lots are above the 1% or 100 year flood elevation and the
infrastructure (streets, building pads, etc.) meet the
requirements of the “Regulations of Harris County, Texas
for the Approval and Acceptance of Infrastructure” as
adopted August 11, 2009 or previous additions where the
subdivisions meets the criteria for Extreme Event Analysis,
Relationship of Structures to Street, and Calculation of
Flow provisions of the 2009 regulations

Permits Within Conforming
Subdivisions




Structures on lots in Conforming Subdivisions mapped
outside of the 1 percent or 100-year flood plain shall be
issued a Class I Permit.
Where a conditional letter of map change has been
obtained or will be obtained from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency for property which has been elevated
by the use of fill above the elevation of the 1 percent or 100year flood, and detailed plans have been approved by
Harris County a Class I permit will be issued. The
inspections required in Sections 5.02 (b) (1 & 2) must be
made.

Definition of Lots (CW 1712-001 )
Subject:

Definition of Lots as used in Section 4.04 Conditions of a Class 1 Permit

Code Ref:

Harris County Floodplain Management Regulation – Section 4.04

Question:

What’s the definition of “Lot” within the Harris County Floodplain
Regulations?

Answer:

In the Harris County Flood Plain Management Regulations effective
January 1, 2018 the term “lot” is referenced but not defined. For the
purpose of Section 4.04 of the Flood Plain Regulations. “Structure on lots
in conforming subdivisions mapped outside the 1%or 100 year flood
plain, not that the entire “lot” is outside the 1%. The most accurate
reading of this intent is, “Structures in conforming subdivisions mapped
outside the 1% or 100 year floodplain shall be issued a Class 1 permit.”

100-yr Flood Plain Encroachment Scenario
In this scenario, the
eight homes were
built in a subdivision
developed in
conformity with the
2009 infrastructure
regulations.

Legend
Lot as defined
by CW 1712-001
Boundary of
plat
100-yr floodplain

Question:

Answer:

“Which lots are in the floodplain and
which are out of the floodplain?”

• Lots 1, 5 6 & 7 are out of the floodplain.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

• For lot 2, the lot as defined by CW 1712001 is out of the floodplain, therefore the
“lot” is out of the floodplain and would
be considered a conforming lot in a
conforming subdivision.
• Lots 3 and 8 would be considered in the
floodplain. Thus, 3 and 8 would be
non-conforming lots in a conforming
subdivision.
• Finally, Lot 4 is clearly in the floodplain
and would be considered a
non-conforming lot in a conforming
subdivision.

Permits Within
Non-Conforming Subdivisions

Structural Requirements
Regardless of the class of permit issued (I or II), all Non-Conforming
Subdivisions must show, in addition to any other requirements, the following
elevations are met:
1. If the structure is a single family residence the finished floor shall be a
minimum of 12 inches above the highest adjacent natural grade when measured
10 feet from the edge of the slab or 12 inches above the crown of the adjacent
street which ever results in the highest elevation (An exception may be granted
on sloping properties where the crown requirement is not achievable).
2. If the structure is other than a single family residence the slab shall
have a minimum of 6 inches of exposure to adjacent grade and be at least 12
inches above the crown of the adjacent street (An exception may be granted on
sloping properties where the crown requirements cannot be achieved).
3. To verify this for structures outside the floodplain, a newly created
HC Foundation Certificate will be required.

Additional Requirements




No fill may be used to elevate structures in the 1 percent or 100-year flood
plain. Structures may be constructed on an open foundation, such as piers, or
on continuous foundation walls with properly sized and located openings. All
foundations are required to be designed by a registered professional engineer.
The drawings shall clearly show compliance with all provisions of these
regulations. Fill may be used in coastal surge zones where flood plain fill
mitigation is not an issue, however the standard for foundations remain the
same.
All structures shall be designed to withstand a three second gust basic wind
speed of 120 miles per hour. This will ensure structural rigidity, should design
flood elevations be exceeded, or the structure requires elevation in the future.

No Standard

Old Standard

Current Standard

Building in the Floodway
All structures in the floodway must now meet the requirements that were
previously only required in the San Jacinto floodway.
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

Foundation Type: The foundation system shall consist of a driven pile or a drilled
pier foundation system
Type and Size of Driven Pile: Driven piles shall consist of either twelve (12) inch
(minimum) square pre-stressed concrete piles or fourteen (14) inch (minimum)
diameter steel pipe piles with a closed end.
Type and Size of Drilled Pier: Drilled piers shall be eighteen (18) inch diameter
(minimum) and straight-sided (no belled or underreamed base)
The minimum embedment below natural grade for driven piles and drilled piers
shall be twenty (20) feet
The individual piles or piers shall be braced horizontally with reinforced concrete tie
beams connecting the pier/pile caps each way (not diagonally). For piles that extend
above natural grade and act as column supports for the structure, a reinforced
concrete collar shall be cast around each pile at the groundline, and the collars shall
be connected each way with reinforced concrete tie beams
Additional construction requirements

Additional Highlights
•
•

•

•

•

All requirements specific to the 10 year floodplain have been removed.
For the purpose of rebuilding after a flood event, any single family residence
that received flood damage, but the finished floor is at or above the 1 percent
or 100-year flood level, cannot be substantially damaged, if they meet the
minimum federal elevation requirement for rebuilding.
Where a conditional letter of map change has been obtained or will be
obtained from the Federal Emergency Management Agency for property
which has been elevated by the use of fill above the elevation of the 1 percent
or 100-year flood, and detailed plans have been approved by Harris County a
Class I permit will be issued.
Floodplain fill mitigation requirements do not apply to Coastal Areas where
floodplain fill mitigation is not an issue.
In areas of combined coastal and riverine flood hazard, floodplain fill
mitigation requirement only applies for the portion of fill placed below the
riverine flood hazard elevation as provided in the FIS or an approved
hydraulic model

Additional Post Harvey Programs






Internal program for additional detention capacity within
county road and bridge projects
Continued coordination with local MUDs and Special
Districts
Joint venture to investigate potential projects to be funded
by a Post Harvey Bond Referendum

Question?
Joshua.Stuckey@hcpid.org

For additional information contact
Carlos Perez at carlos.perez@hcpid.org

January 23, 2018



138 reported drainage concerns – categorized

◦ Home/garage, street, property drainage, drainage ditch










21 drainage improvements currently in
design/review
66 projects bidding/under construction or
completed
18 concerns are floodplain issues
13 concerns were addressed by WJPA staff
separate from the drainage consultant
20 concerns were determined to be private lot
drainage

Drainage Concern

Bid/Constructed

Total Construction
Cost

Water In
Home/Garage

32

$1,801,443

Street Drainage

22

$689,523

Property Drainage

11

$164,525

Drainage
Ditch/Easement

1

$10,000

Drainage Concern

Design

Total Preliminary
Cost

Water In
Home/Garage

3

$284,000

Street Drainage

10

$536,000

Property Drainage

5

$130,000

Drainage
Ditch/Easement

3

$94,000

THE WOODLANDS
DRAINAGE EXHIBIT
Legend
IMPROVED CHANNEL

OPEN CHANNEL

DETENTION PONDS
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2-D Storm Water Model (Feb/Mar)
◦ Spring Creek – Kueykendahl to I-45



Lidar imaging on Stream Channels (Feb)

◦ Panther Creek – Woodlands Parkway to Spring Creek
◦ Spring Creek – Kuekendahl to I-45



Harvey Rainstorm

◦ Estimated 261 homes flooded/9 outside 500-yr.

The Woodlands Township
Drainage Task Force
Harris-Montgomery County MUD 386
January 23, 2018

MUD Boundary – Harris County

HMCMUD 386 Efforts
• Coordination with residents
• Negotiating scope and fee with Moffatt & Nichol for
Drainage System Analysis
• Underway on Spring Creek Overflow Analysis

Coordination with residents
• 2 MUD board Directors meeting with residents
• Bimonthly meeting setup

• Received Draft Timarron & Timarron Lakes Flood Analysis from
residents, awaiting final version
• Evaluating options to ensure resident buy-in

Drainage System Analysis - Moffatt & Nichol

Drainage System Analysis
To evaluate and determine mechanism for Harvey flooding
• Interviewed respondents to RFQ on 12/28
• Selected Moffatt & Nichol on 12/28
• 2 MUD Board Directors met with Moffatt & Nichol on 1/9 to kick-off
scoping
• Finalizing scope, schedule and fee now for vote on Thursday (1/25)

Drainage System Analysis
To evaluate and determine mechanism for Harvey flooding
• Schedule:
• 4-5 month duration

• Scope includes:
• Review of Development Activity
• Simulation of Flood Events
• Outreach and Documentation

Drainage System Analysis
To evaluate and determine
mechanism for Harvey flooding
• Review of Development Activity

Drainage System Analysis
To evaluate and determine mechanism for Harvey flooding
• Simulation of Flood Events
•
•
•
•
•

Update Hydrology in HEC-HMS – land use changes since 2002
Develop HEC-HMS rainfall input for May 2016 and Harvey
Develop HEC-RAS 1-D unsteady model for May 2016 and Harvey
Develop 1D/2D coupled model using xpstorm
Calibrate models

Drainage System Analysis
To evaluate and determine mechanism for Harvey flooding
• Outreach and Documentation
• Stakeholder meetings
• Report

Spring Creek Overflow Analysis
• As-built survey of Gosling and Kuykendahl bridges – Completed on
December 7
• High-water mark (HWM) field surveys for approximately 30 volunteer
residences – Completed on December 6
• LiDAR acquisition – Completed on December 21
• 2D model setup and calibration underway
• Expecting a working model this week

LiDAR Data

Future Actions
• Setup plan for technical outreach
• Continued meetings with public officials and agencies at all levels
• Review of updated rainfall depths
• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) updating Atlas 14
• Peer review concluded January 19, 2018
• Will change (increase) rainfall depths/durations
• Data will be published in early summer 2018

• Eventually will affect FEMA 1% and 0.2% flood boundary
• MUD will evaluate impact to facilities in the future

